conjugate gradient method, which works well on sparse linear systems. In the inversion, the data were weighted using quality estimates of the dispersion measurements. A smoothing constraint was also applied to the data to control the tradeoff between fitting the data and smoothing the models.
Results of the inversion show substantial lateral velocity heterogeneity.
Examples of group velocity dispersion curves produced by the inversion, shown in Figure   2 , show regional variability between the different tectonic regions. Maps of the inversion results, found in the supplementary material, also show considerable velocity heterogeneity across the region. The shorter period group velocity maps (10-30 s) reflect shallower crustal structures, such as sedimentary basins, and differentiate between oceanic and continental crust. Longer period surface waves (40-60 s) begin to sample mantle structure. Some deeper features such as the lithospheric keel of the Tanzania craton and the thermally perturbed mantle under the East African Rift system are visible at periods of 50 and 60 s (supplementary material). In southeastern Sudan slower than average velocities can be seen at 10 s period, faster than average velocities from 20 -40 s period, and slower than average velocities at 50 and 60 s period. At 10 and 20 s periods, group velocities in northern Kenya are faster than average, but slower than average from 30 to 60 s period.
To evaluate the resolution of the group velocity models, we generated synthetic travel times using the same ray paths as our data for different 'checkerboard' models, and then inverted the synthetic dispersion data using the same parameters we used to invert our data. The results of three checkerboard tests at 20, 40 and 60 s using 4°x 4° squares are provided in the supplementary material. The checkerboards are well resolved for each test in continental regions of the model.
Constrained Grid Search
Next, the surface wave group velocity maps were used with a grid search technique to create a layered earth model. A grid search method was chosen to do this because a priori information can be easily included in the model search, and because it is straightforward to see how various tradeoffs in model parameters affect the results.
The model domain for the grid search was parameterized using 1°X 1° blocks and three layers in depth: a near surface sediment layer, a crustal layer, and an upper mantle layer. The upper mantle was parameterized as a 30 km thick layer over the ak135 model [Kennett et al., 1995] to a depth of 150 km. In the grid search, crustal thickness (H) was allowed to vary between 15-45 km, sediment thickness (S) from 0-6 km, upper mantle S velocities (Sn) from 4.1-4.6 km/s, and crustal Poisson's ratio (σ c ) from 0.24-0.30. We assumed that sediment S velocities were 1.9 km/s from the surface to 2 km depth, and then 2.8 km/s for sediments deeper than 2 km. The crustal S velocity and the mantle Poisson's ratio were held constant for each inversion, though several values of each were tested. We fixed the crust and upper mantle structure in parts of Ethiopia, Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya where constraints exist from seismic refraction, Pn tomography, and receiver function studies on the crustal thickness, sediment thickness, Poisson's ratio, and Pn velocity [Brazier et al., 2000; Last et al., 1997; Dugda et al., 2005; Prodehl et al., 1997 and references therein] (Figure 3 ).
Best fitting models were selected based on a misfit estimation that minimizes the group velocity residual divided by the uncertainty measurements of the group velocity dispersion curve generated from the surface wave velocity maps. The uncertainty measurements from the surface wave maps are estimated by using a bootstrapping method. The misfit equation is:
where U m is the group velocity from the model, U d is the group velocity from the surface wave velocity maps (i.e., the data), s d is the data uncertainty, and i is the loop over the periods from 1 to n [Pasyanos and Walter, 2002] . A perfect fit to the data would have a misfit of 0, while a model fitting all points at one standard deviation would produce a misfit of 1, providing a scale to assess how well the data is being fit by the models.
Using this scale, all of the models with misfit functions < 1 are considered reasonable models with respect to the data uncertainty. To assess the effect of using a single average S wave velocity (set as an a priori constraint) for the crust, we ran separate grid searches using S velocities that ranged from 3.52 -3.71 km/s. The effects on the model parameters are shown in Table 1 
Discussion
The results of the grid search indicate that the crust is thinned significantly in the Estimates of crustal thickness shown in Figure 3 are also consistent with gravity models of the region. Bouguer gravity anomalies within the region of low elevation are ~ -60 to 100 mGals [Simiyu and Keller, 1997] , at least within the vicinity of the Cenozoic Turkana rift. An anomaly of this size can be accounted for with a thin crust (~20 km) over a hot (i.e. low density), buoyant mantle [Simiyu and Keller, 1997] .
Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that lower elevations found between the Ethiopian and East African Plateaus likely reflect an isostatic response to crustal thinning. The crust is thinner than normal across this fairly wide region (~ 500 km), 
